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20 Most Promising Microsoft Solution Providers - 2017

M

icrosoft has traveled a long way since
the launch of their wildly successful
operating system, MS-DOS, in the
80s. Since then, the company has
continued to pioneer the landscape of invention in
terms of software, hardware, and cloud services. It has
transformed into a technological giant, keeping the
competitors on their toes by continuous innovation and
incorporation of upcoming trends.
Today, Microsoft products and services span
from personal digital assistants to finding new ways
to benefit from IoT, in addition to cloud services
(Azure) and Office 365 suite. Inclined to aid the
“smart revolution”, Microsoft provides new developer
tools, applications and bot interfaces for software
supporting smart cars, or smart homes. Their recent

release, Microsoft HoloLens, is shaping the future
of computing as the first self-contained, holographic
computer that enables the user to engage with their
digital content and interact with holograms, providing
mixed reality capability.
To extract the full value of the products and
services offered by Microsoft, enterprises often
depend on IT consultants and solution providers. In
answer to the demand, there are various organizations
that offer leading solutions and consultation to drive
enterprises with insights into best practices for specific
domains. With that in mind, CIOReview has charted
out 20 companies that are at the forefront of providing
comprehensive and value-added Microsoft solutions.
We present to you “20 Most Promising Microsoft
Solution Providers - 2017”.
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Provides a unified PLM platform that
combines the functionalities of ERP and CAD
along with PLM to offer visibility into product
lifecycle
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Bluestar PLM

PLM and ERP: Enriched and Redefined

I

n the year 2000, a team of determined engineers embarked
on a mission to revolutionize the collaboration between
engineering and manufacturing. Using their expertise in
ERP, CAD and engineering product data management,
they sought to add the missing link between engineering and
manufacturing by integrating product design, engineering, and
ERP that at that time were siloed into one common solution.
While industry experts were and still are skeptical about this
endeavor, the team remained resolute and found a force in
Microsoft Dynamics platform, which they leveraged to develop
Bluestar PLM—a comprehensive product life cycle management
(PLM) solution. The ground-breaking venture marked the
inception of PDM technology—an independent software
enterprise and a technology partner of Microsoft
founded in the beginning of the 00’s—which
effected a paradigm shift in the manufacturing
ERP domain.
Bluestar PLM is seamlessly embedded
in Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Operations
and the Dynamics AX and offers
end-to-end integration of 3D CAD, ERP, and
PLM systems, which is unique. “Bluestar
PLM represents a missing link that enables
companies to seamlessly share ERP, PLM,
Dan Fite
and CAD data to all parties involved in product
data, within a single system” says Jorgen Larsen,
CEO, PDM technology–the company behind Bluestar PLM.
Integrating product configuration tools with Bluestar PLM, the
system generates 3D models based on defined configuration
rules—besides providing visibility into the inventory levels or
quality of component parts produced from a CAD workstation,
without having to check the ERP modules. Bluestar PLM’s ability
to reduce the number of systems to be supported has garnered
immense appreciation from clients’ IT infrastructure support and
management teams.

Bluestar PLM represents a missing link that
enables companies to seamlessly share ERP,
PLM, and CAD data within a single system
that can be used multiple times
The all-inclusive Bluestar PLM inside Dynamics 365 can
be deployed faster than a multitude of separate solutions. Dan
Fite, Business Development Director for North America,
mentions that the company’s modus operandi is to understand
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clients’ ERP requirements
and measure the performance
that PLM can deliver. Clients’
ecosystems are “embedded”
into the Microsoft Dynamics
365 environment, following
which Bluestar PLM is
integrated into the ERP
system. “Our consultants
work with clients to bring the
data such as CAD drawing
Jorgen Larsen
models into the Bluestar
PLM system and secure it in a client’s environment,” states
Fite. “With a single environment users of Bluestar are seeing
great improvements. Rayloc’s Supply Chain Director
has seen a 15 percent increase in efficiency and
a reduction in BOM errors from 60 percent to
below 10 percent.” The company extends the
integration package to some of the earliest
versions of Microsoft Dynamics to ensure that
clients using older versions do not miss out on
the benefits. A significant outcome of deploying
Bluestar PLM is a drastic drop in the number of
product detail errors as well as the hastening of
engineering change order (ECO) process.
The impact of Bluestar PLM on ECO process proved
to be a game-changer for Mobile Technologies Inc. (MTI)—a
pioneer in mobile display technologies. Prior to deploying Bluestar
PLM, MTI had to deal with numerous design iterations and the
company’s ECO logs were performed manually in a spreadsheet,
which was both time-consuming and cost-intensive. The manual
operations resulted in erroneous entries and therefore seldom
reflected all the part numbers under revision, which impacted the
documentation process. To counter the problem, MTI engaged
with PDM technology to unleash the power of Bluestar PLM.
Along with features to optimize the workflow, Bluestar PLM
enabled multi-site engineering collaboration by creating a central
repository to store and manage engineering data. The loss of
product information reduced significantly, improving the ECO
time by nearly 80 percent, which impressed Microsoft as well.
Moving forward, PDM technology is expanding its
support capabilities across Nashville, Atlanta, and Pilsen in
the Czech Republic. Larsen mentions that the company is
also working to automate the product design process using
artificial intelligence and machine learning. “We will add new
functions and features to our product with a focus on providing
value to our customers’ business,” mentions Larsen.

